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John Hubers, a good friend, has been urging me to embark on a regular series of compositions more or less 
on the model of Alistair Cooke’s unique weekly event on BBC radio entitled, ‘Letter From America’. (Mine, 
of course, will be ‘Letter from the Middle East’, and I imagine that makes at least one ocean and a whole sea 
of difference.) Cooke, an expatriate Englishman who adopted America, did a magnificent job during a 
career spanning well over a fifty-years. There were those of us who would set aside other engagements 
simply to hear his dry voice wheeze out another of his droll rambles replete with pithy aphorisms, 
observations on history, home-grown wisdom and personal anecdotes. It was, perhaps, to be his last poetic 
exclamation that, within days of his swansong broadcast, he died. 

He was, when all is said, a brilliant journalist. More to the point, he was a sensitive and insightful human 
being, and he loved his subject — America. For all the times I heartily disagreed with him, he was my image 
of that archaic species of individual we once knew as a ‘Christian gentleman’. America never had a more 
credible, eloquent, persuasive and committed ambassador, even though our government, to my knowledge, 
never paid him a red cent for it. He was a bridge person in an age of barrier building and deceptions with 
smoke and mirrors. We shall all miss him now that he is wheezing out his good advice before the Throne of 
Grace. 

I make no pretense of matching Cooke. But I do have a few credentials. I am, for instance, an expatriate 
American who has adopted the Middle East. Or perhaps it was that the Middle East adopted me. I do not 
know. But I do love it, and those who know me know I’ve some stories to tell. 

So, with some trepidation, here goes! 

TRANSLATION 

I set my hand to the first of these letters, perched as I am on the Island of Cyprus, in many ways the ideal 
overlook toward all things middle eastern. Our little foothill village is friendly and quiet, barring the 
occasional testosterone-afflicted teen-ager testing out his new motorbike. The sun is bright; the skies are 
clear; the breezes fresh; Nancy’s little craft group chatters under our over-loaded grape arbor; our two 
yard cats — Lucy and Chuckie — prowl about with miffed expressions lifting their whiskers, having lost 
their lounging spots in the shade to the ladies. 

But I digress. 

Over this past month or so son, Tom, and I (in that order of burden and precedence) have been laboring on 
the next issue of the Middle East Council of Churches’ English magazine, the NewsReport. (Don’t ask why 
‘NewsReport’ is all one word. It just happened that way one day, and stuck. Logic doesn’t enter.) 

My main job these days, in my lowly role as contributing editor, is translation. And it can be a blinding 
undertaking. Most annoying are the pieces that come in by fax. All the characters on the page have that 
vague and far-off look. If you have a fax machine like ours, there’s always that stripe down the page where 
parts of words or words in their entirety completely vanish, and my eyes (plagued with minor cataracts, 
they tell me) are certainly not what they once were. 

Then there are those pieces where the writer is predisposed to eloquence. And Arabic can be a marvelous 
language for eloquence. That’s where my poor old Hans Wehr dictionary gets further dog-eared. (It has 
already lost the cover for its spine, and the two cover boards relate to the main body of the volume only in 
the most tenuous manner. It must be rebound one of these days.) The current prizewinner for the eloquent 
turn of phrase is the council’s new director for communications, George Naseef, an old friend from the time 
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we spent in Beirut in the 60s and 70s, a veteran of the Orthodox Youth Movement, and a crackerjack lay 
theologian. But when he writes I am sorely tested. 

I have occasionally had to translate the magnificent Arabic of Bishop George Khodr, the Greek Orthodox 
Metropolitan (virtually, Archbishop) of Mount Lebanon. He is one of George’s mentors, as you might 
imagine. A profound theologian, his Arabic is frequently so lofty as to be opaque even to Arabs. But a 
translator is not allowed so lame an excuse. Once, when, after long and arduous labor, I came to the end of 
one of his essays, I transmitted my product to him with the comment, “If you would like to have said what I 
have written in English, then please approve this translation.” As I recall, I did not hear back from him on 
this matter. We published my translation, and he and I are still friends. 

Arabic is also the quintessential language for the run-on sentence. To render these elaborate page-long 
constructions into English — break them up into manageable chunks of meaning and confirm that the 
chunks all fit together to shape a conclusion — requires a kind of intuition that over the years I have had to 
develop, but it still twists the mind. On occasion a bit of fictional emendation is required especially where 
the Arab author has run on so long that the point has gotten lost and pronouns, number, gender, case and 
all sorts of things have gotten quite garbled. In these cases, the translation can actually have more value 
than the original. The one who takes the cake in this competition is my erstwhile boss, the council’s former 
general secretary, Riad Jarjour. A man of many words, I often verbally chastised him for his contorted 
Byzantine Arabic. But he will not change. For some people the art is to seem to say something and not say 
it. Arabic is a good medium for that. 

But, really, what is translation? In the middle of the exercise, as frustrations mount and pages blur, you 
don’t think philosophical thoughts like that. But afterward, and the result provides some satisfaction, you 
do. Indeed, what is it? 

Americans, by and large, do not seem interested in the world’s diversity of languages. Is it part of our 
inherent isolationist frame of mind? Through the tools we’ve invented, through our commercial and media 
domination, and building upon the broad impact of the British Empire-that-was, we have made English the 
world’s lingua franca. If this is to build bridges between cultures, then we know the traffic across them is 
all in our direction. It is enough to speak English (even if we do so increasingly less well), because the 
world has beaten a path to our door. 

But one thing we forget. Although the educated classes throughout the world speak our language, in their 
hearts and psyches theirs is still their own. The seat of their cultural identity largely remains intact. When 
they tell jokes and laugh, when they turn to mourn, when anger stirs, when love ignites, when their prayers 
ascend … that is, when they are most themselves and most human and are ‘franking’ nothing, their ‘lingua’ 
is their own. And it is then that our linguistic arrogance costs us something precious. 

I have a good friend, ‘Isaam Khoury, a Jordanian, who is a simultaneous translator. I have seen him in 
marathon meetings, leaning back in his chair inside his booth, headset firmly clamped over his ears, 
microphone in hand, translating for hours on end in both directions. My hat’s always off to ‘Isaam! His skill 
… nay, his gift! … is quite beyond me. I, for my part, must mull over word choice and meaning’s shade. My 
translator’s arsenal is buried deep and I access it pedantically, a piece at a time. But ‘Isaam has it all ready 
to hand, and, rapid fire as his delivery must be, his endurance is even more remarkable. The fact is that he 
and I have a mutual admiration society going. He appreciates it when I am able to provide him with 
advance copy of a translation of a paper that will be read. It gives him a change of pace and reduces the 
occupational hazard of misinterpretation. And I, though I do not directly need his services, appreciate that 
because of him an international meeting can move smoothly and without interruption. He is the medium 
for understanding, the bridge itself. 

What, then, is it that ‘Isaam and I do? Well, we take the human stuff in one linguistic framework and shape 
it to fit into another framework with as much sensitivity to both as God has given us grace to have. Since 
both of us are Christians, we have a kind of vocational commitment too. We both know that we are in 
service to the W(w)ord, both the ultimate and the immediate. And the Word touches upon the soul and the 
human soul is above all things precious in the eyes of God. That Pentecostal Word speaks all languages, 
vitally touches and shapes all cultures. 

THE SURYANIS 
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In the course of this week’s labors, I have been reminded of the marvelous service that was provided by a 
whole people that, because they were positioned and ready in history, served as the bridge for humanity’s 
first essay in global culture. Their activities reached from Greece to Mongolia, from the Caucasus to Yemen 
and all stops in between. I speak, of course, of that people whose primary language is Syriac or, if you 
prefer, Aramaic. They are now known as the Suryânîs, a name sometimes confused with ‘Syrian’. 

Going back in time, they are the direct and legitimate heirs to the ubiquitous Aramean culture that lies 
behind our Old Testament and continued to be the dominant folk culture of the Middle East right down to 
the 10th century A.D. when it was superceded by Arabic, a language almost as ancient. 

You remember the Arameans, of course. There is that very special little confession of faith that Moses 
urged upon the Hebrew tribes: “A wandering Aramean was my ancestor; he went down to Egypt and lived 
there as an alien, few in number, and there he became a great nation, mighty and populous. …” Read it all in 
the 26th chapter of Deuteronomy. It is the story of God’s liberation. Hebrew, of course, is a variant and 
cognate of Aramaic and borrowed its written form from the ancient Arabic of Sheba (modern Yemen). 
Aramaic itself evolved into Syriac with its lovely flowing script that the Arabs eventually adapted to their 
needs. But the ‘ur-culture’ of the Middle East remains Aramean, the bridge across its vast deserts, the 
tympanic rhythm of its towns and villages, the language of Christ himself and of his disciples. 

In the 8th and 9th centuries, the Arab armies of the rising Muslim state conquered most of the Aramean 
heartland, and spread out primarily eastward into Persia and eventually to India. But even there they 
found the Suryânîs. The Malayalee elite of the state of Kerala on India’s western coast (dominantly 
Christian) still proudly call themselves ‘Syrians’. The Suryânîs had been there since the 4th century or 
before. The Suryânîs also established the first churches in what we now call ‘the Arab Gulf’. Furtive 
archeology has identified magnificent churches and monasteries buried in the sands of Saudi Arabia, Qatar, 
the United Arab Emirates and even as far north as Kuwait on the little island of Faylaka. This thriving 
church sent bishops to the first ecumenical council in Nicea in 325 A.D. 

Following the Muslim conquest, though, the Suryânîs saw the vocation their far-flung culture had given 
them. They became the cultural tutor of the Arabs. They drew upon the venerable cultures of the Middle 
East and those equally venerable cultures of Greece, Persia and India, distilled their finest products, and set 
about translating at a phenomenal rate. Out of their magnificent effort, Arab culture flourished, and from 
their labors (invaluably enriched by their Arab and Muslim beneficiaries, of course) we in the West 
received back the heritage of Greek philosophy and science. Without them we would have had no Thomas 
Aquinas nor would the West have known a Renaissance or Reformation. There has been no precedent for 
the achievement of the Suryânîs, and yet we have almost forgotten them, these inveterate translators and 
patient tutors for a global culture. What a magnificent movement of the Spirit they illustrate! 

TRANSLATION AS CHRISTIAN SERVICE  

I have ambled around perhaps more than I intended at the outset of this first ‘Letter from the Middle East’, 
but I think we have a better idea of what ‘translation’ can mean. In the end, for those of us who pursue it 
diligently, it is a sacred task and one that benefits many, both near at hand and afar off. At its very core lie 
the callings of peace and reconciliation, and compassion and justice too must play their parts. It is a 
vocation that stands in the teeth of the devil’s current global heresy that would split the world into warring 
camps of religion and culture. It is, I submit, more than just a missionary task; it is a Christian vocation, one 
of the ways by which Christians fulfill their calling as ministers of reconciliation, in service with him by 
whose merit and ministry the dividing walls of hostility in our world are broken down, thereby 
establishing peace (and, not incidentally, binding Satan). And it all came very much to the fore one day in 
Jerusalem … one day in the Middle East’s very heart and soul … and that day we call Pentecost. 

As the Germans phrase it, greetings to the lands of evening from the lands where the sun rises! 


